RBN Backstage Pass
Premium Services Package

Focus. Clarity. Insight.
Overview
RBN’s Backstage Pass provides clients with a daily dose of incisive analysis
and actionable insights to successfully navigate the ever-evolving energy
markets at every level.
Clients receive full access to our extensive vault of exclusive analytical
knowledge covering key developments across the crude oil, natural gas
and NGL landscape. RBN’s direct, inter-commodity approach to market
analysis cuts through the noise and brings focus and clarity to complex
market issues, ranging from Canadian constraints to Marcellus growth
and Gulf exports.

What You Get
Energy Blog Archive
Single, Focused Topic Daily
Market Trends & Insight
Daily History Back to Jan 2012
Drill Down Reports
Comprehensive Research Papers
Market Shifts & Corp Profiles
20 – 50 Pages Each
Webcasts
RBN CEO Rusty Braziel Presents
Bi-Annual Market Update
Past, Present & Future

What We Provide

How You Benefit

Tagged and searchable repository of analytical content that can be easily filtered and
sorted to follow specialized topics

Gain a deep understanding
of market issues, fast

Forward-looking insights analysis at the vanguard of market developments, including
RBN’s proprietary fundamental forecasts
Interactive graphical view of the price models, ratios and differentials that drive
market shifts
Cross-commodity coverage of the three markets (crude oil, NGL and natural gas) that
affect upstream and downstream decisions and signal market shifts
Explanatory, data-driven and unbiased analysis and commentary that provides the
relevant context to help you connect the dots
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Spot market shifts early

Identify opportunities,
make profitable decisions

Integrated
North American
Coverage
Areas
Natural
Gas

Crude
Oil
Supply/Demand Trends
& Outlook

Transportation/ Infrastructure

Upstream Focus

Regular updates of the U.S.
and regional supply-demand
balance, including production,
Canadian and LNG imports,
LNG and Mexico exports,
storage, futures market impact

Pipeline capacities, takeaway
constraints, expansions and
new projects, processing
capacity, export projects,
market impacts, pipeline flows,
costs and netbacks, crude-byrail, trucking

Drilling economics, basin-level
analysis, operational factors
(water, frac sand), processing
and takeaway capacity,
flaring, ethane recovery, RBN
Production Economics Model
scenarios, E&P financials, capex
and profitability

Mexican Markets

Canadian Markets

Demand Focus

Pipeline development,
power generation capacity
additions, role of LNG vs.
pipeline imports from the
U.S., regulatory changes

Alberta supply trends, oil sands
demand, power generation
demand, constraints, flows,
capacity and pipeline
utilization, TransCanada system,
new pipeline expansions,
imports/exports, AECO and
Dawn basis

LNG export projects, export
pipeline flows and expansions,
supply contracts, refineries,

NGLs
Recent Permian Headlines
L.A. Freeway – SoCalGas Storage Constraints Sideswipe
Permian Gas Prices Don’t Play No Game That I Can’t Win –
Lotteries, Shippers and Trends in Midland Price Differentials
Breakthru – Infrastructure Additions Send U.S. Gas Exports to
Mexico Soaring Above 5 Bcf/d for the First Time Ever
Waha Rollercoaster – Permian Natural Gas Prices Ride
Constraint-Driven Volatility
Fuel – Permian Drilling Activity Drives Diesel Demand and
Projects to Supply More of It

About RBN Energy
RBN Energy is about making connections across
energy markets. We connect energy data with the
information needed to understand that data.
We connect physical markets for energy
commodities with financial markets for managing
price risk. And we connect people who need
energy markets information with those that
provide that information.

Want to Learn More?
For information or a trial subscription to RBN’s Backstage Pass, premium services please visit us at
RBNEnergy.com or contact TJ Braziel, Director of Client Services tjbraziel@rbnenergy.com

Follow us on
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